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Health food for the mainstream
Heidi Swanson’s second book shines
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Heidi Sw anson has follow ed up “Super Natural’’ w ith “Super Natural Every Day.’’ (Ten Speed Press)
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When blogger Heidi

Swanson’s first

book, “Super Natural,’’ came out three years ago, it took me by surprise. Sure, it had a whole-grains

halo and a muted-earth-tones design that seemed to hint at a manifesto within. But it also had a deft

way of popularizing natural foods that almost (but not quite) prompted me to include it in the year’s

best. Now, her second volume, “Super Natural Every Day’’ proves conclusively that the first was no

fluke.

Photographer and writer Swanson, author of the award-winning

101cookbooks blog, lives in San Francisco. Her approach to food sits

right at the border between mainstream and minority cooking worlds.

It’s a vegetarian book, but not a vegan one, making liberal use of

honey and butter and a panoply of dairy products. She uses tempeh

and seitan, and does especially well bringing in home flavors from all

over the world. She manages to find ways to make them dance with

even traditionally recalcitrant partners, like austere kale and prim

whole-wheat pastry flour and palate-drying wild rice.
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RECIPE Wild rice casserole

SUPER NATURAL EVERY DAY:

Well-Loved Recipes

From My Natural Foods Kitchen

By Heidi Swanson

Ten Speed, 256 pp., $23

Ravioli, for example, take a spin with black olives and green pumpkin

seeds in a warm cilantro pesto. Black pepper tempeh features a giant

wallop of garlic and ginger to give life to crumbled cauliflower; but in

the end it’s the liberal black pepper and sugar that make the recipe

sing. Kale salad pairs with toasted coconut (large, unsweetened flakes)

and sesame oil. The unexpected coconut provides the illusion of

sweetness and boosts the crisp texture kale gets when roasted.

Swanson confesses the combination isn’t her own invention, but who

cares — it’s ingenious.

At their best, even the more exotic of these recipes are as everyday as they claim to be. They’re

persuasive candidates for a household’s weekday rotation. With just one taste, Swanson persuaded me

that black sesame paste — black sesame seeds ground up with pine nuts and sunflower seeds — needs

to become part of my kitchen vocabulary. (It’s supposed to be the crowning touch in a meal of soba

noodles, scallions, and tofu, but I started eating it right out of the prep bowl.) A wild rice and

mushroom casserole, moistened with cottage cheese and lightly bound with Gruyere, gets a sprinkling

of tarragon, which gives a starchy, nutty flavor base and an exuberant lift.

Baked goods (so often the cause of mockery in natural foods settings) show a welcome mindfulness

about texture. Millet muffins have a crunch that feels like nonpareil cookie sprinkles but is entirely

due to raw millet. Ginger cookies take much of their sweetness and chewiness from dried apricots, but

in case that’s too much virtue for you, there are 6 ounces of shaved chocolate too.

Amid all these good ideas, there is the occasional, technical misfire. Ginger cookies need almost double

the recommended baking time. Chopped leeks in an otherwise delicious dish of dilled green beans and

seitan never turn golden and crispy. And a promising recipe for turnip chips with smoked paprika and

lime turns out floppy; the strong seasonings combined with their wilty texture somehow make them

seem passive aggressive.

But a few misses within this collection of startling hits is hardly cause for dejection. If nothing else,

“Super Natural Every Day’’ reminds us how far we’ve come in food years. Some might think that

Swanson is what we used to call a “health food nut.’’ She’s found a reliable formula for reaching out to

the mainstream.

Or maybe the mainstream has finally caught up.

T. Susan Chang can be reached at admin@tsusanchang.com. 
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